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Foreword
I am frequently asked where the idea for Choker came from.
To answer that I refer them back to 1995 when I ran the Intel
World Chess Championships, between Garry Kasparov and Vishy
Anand at the top of the World Trade Center, New York. I was
working on behalf of the sponsor Intel Corporation and in charge
of PR, branding and production. Bizarrely, I also conducted the
post-match interviews for the attendant media. I say bizarrely
because my chess was not that strong. If it had been, I don’t think
Choker would have been invented.
You cannot help but be mesmerised by the skills and
knowledge of the legends of the game and the truth is I wanted
to be like them. I wanted to be able to compete at the highest
level. I started to take chess more seriously, reading chess books,
learning strategy, playing games and building a repertoire of
openings. But whenever I played a top-ranked player – and even
sometimes world champions – I would be swatted aside. I
realised that even if I was to spend a year in a darkened room,
concocting my most cunning game, the elite would crush me,
even wearing a blindfold and playing 10 people simultaneously.
The reality is I could never be a grandmaster.
That was 1995. I went on to have a successful career in
marketing and sports management but by 2012 I had set up a
small games company and invented a board game called KLOO
(through which you could learn a language just by playing). It won
ToyTalk’s Board Game of the Year and, indeed, other
international awards. I’ve always liked traditional games and had
an instinctive appreciation of the internal mechanics that make
them work.
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Sitting in my office overlooking the garden, I pondered why it
is that in chess I would never have a chance to beat a top player
such as Garry Kasparov. But in poker I might be able to beat a
world champion. The answer lies in the nature of both games.
In chess, players start with the same forces (pieces) pieces
start in the same positions and all the information regarding the
game is visible – nothing is unknown or left to chance. The result
is a game of no luck, no surprises and not in any way random.
Players win by out-thinking one another, “out-preparing” one
another and avoiding mistakes. With no luck to assist, a weak
player will be beaten by a strong player.
In poker, of course, it is different. Information is kept secret.
Forces are unequal. In poker, other skills come into play such as
gamesmanship, bluff and cunning. And in poker you might just
get lucky. With the right hand you can beat even the very best.
So, the idea of adding poker style elements to chess popped
into my brain. I wanted to create a game that introduces chance
and more variables but at the same time preserves the integrity
of chess.
In many ways Choker gives chess back to the chess enthusiast.
In chess there is one starting position with equal forces – as it has
been for a thousand years. In Choker there are an estimated 82
trillion possible starting positions for the chess phase and the
forces may not be equal. Learning opening theory by rote,
therefore, counts for nothing. To win the pot you’ll need your
wits, your cunning and your chess brilliance. That’s where The
Guide To Choker: Tricks, Tips and Strategy comes in.
Who better to write this book than Byron Jacobs? He is a chess
and poker author with acclaimed titles to his name in both
genres. Coming from both angles, he has provided great insight
into all facets of Choker. If you’re a good chess player who wants
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an understanding of how to calibrate your betting to the hand
you’ve been dealt, this is the book for you. Perhaps you’re a strong
poker player but want some chess tips to improve those phases
of the game. That is covered too. Perhaps you’re just a casual
enthusiast (like me) and will benefit from Byron’s perception
across all the phases... this book has it covered.
We hope you enjoy the book and enjoy playing Choker. As Choker is so
new, I have no doubt that you will have your own hunches and spot your
own favourite approaches to the game. Perhaps you perceive that certain
combinations of pieces in the betting phase are more valuable. Perhaps
you will discover the optimum positioning of certain pieces in the
placement phase. Maybe this new opening position will be named after
you! These things will happen as the game evolves.
Byron’s is the first book on how to play Choker better – and
what a very good one it is too.
Andrew Finan, inventor of Choker, March 2019
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Introduction
Chess and poker are the two classic mind sports. Both of these
games have, at various times, captured the imagination of the
general public. The status of both games is obvious from the
incredible number of films that use either chess or poker as a
symbol for ultimate mental battle. The great clashes that have
occurred in both poker and chess have also transcended the
confines of the matches themselves. For example, the Bobby
Fischer versus Boris Spassky World Chess Championship of 1972
received an extraordinary level of worldwide attention, possibly
because the battle between the American Fischer and the Soviet
Spassky acted as a metaphor for the Cold War.
The brilliance of Choker is that it creates a game that
ingeniously combines elements of both these mental sports to
create a fascinating hybrid. It does so in such a way that – to a
degree – minimises the advantage that a player excelling in one
of the games has against a lesser opponent. A classic chess match
between a grandmaster and a moderate club player is a foregone
conclusion. However, in Choker this is not the case. The
grandmaster will undoubtedly still have an advantage but their
vast knowledge of opening theory and middlegame strategy will
be rendered irrelevant. The randomness of the material balance
and starting position will further diminish their edge.
I have very much enjoyed putting together this starter guide
to Choker. As there is (to date) so little experience with the game,
I have based the discussions and suggestions on general themes
relating to poker betting sequences and chess play. In the chess
section there is considerable focus on how to capitalise on a
significant material advantage as the ability to do this is crucial
for Choker players who are less experienced with chess. The
betting sequences discuss key concepts from poker that are
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transferable to the game of Choker. These are intended to
provide a basic structure for play but much of the expertise in
Choker will come from “reading” the opponent and adapting
accordingly. There is tremendous room for creativity and
imagination in Choker and it should prove to be a fascinating
battleground for those experienced in both chess and poker.
I would like to thank Andrew Finan, the inventor of Choker, for
his considerable contributions to the Placement Phase material
(Chapter 3). Thanks also to Oliver Clarke for his remarkable
calculation to discern the number of possible starting positions
in Choker.
Byron Jacobs, March 2019
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1) General Considerations
Choker is, as they sometimes say about football, a game of two
halves. Firstly there is the betting (poker) phase and then there is
the chess phase. An important point to observe is that the betting
phase can be heavily influenced by luck, whereas once the chess
pieces land on the board, skill will completely predominate.
For the purposes of discussing strategy in this guide I will be
assuming that the two players are of equal skill both in the betting
and chess phases. Clearly, this is not always going to be the case
in the real world. So, how should you approach the play if you
know that there is a great disparity in skill between you and your
opponent in either phase?

Poker Versus Chess
It is vitally important to remember that there is a LOT of luck
in poker and almost none in chess. For the purposes of this guide
I will be assuming that a Choker match begins with the players
playing with stacks of 50BBs. BB is shorthand for big blinds,
meaning that the blinds put up by each player for each hand are
1BB (the big blind) and 0.5BB (the small blind). So, what kind of an
edge can a strong poker player be expected to have against a
weaker player in the betting phase? The answer, perhaps
surprisingly, is not that much – as long as the weaker player
understands that they are weaker and adjusts accordingly.
For the moment, let’s consider a standard poker (not Choker)
game played heads-up with 50BB starting stacks. One of the
players is the poker heads-up world champion and the other
player is more or less a beginner. How often would you expect
8

the world champion to win the match? The answer may surprise
you. If the beginner is prepared to utilise a strategy which can be
explained to him or her in less than five seconds, they will not be
more than a 2-to-1 underdog. So, what is this amazing strategy?
It’s not very subtle – go all-in on every hand.
This works because the world champion will fold most of the
time and the beginner will pick up small pots. However, this can’t
go on for ever and at some point the world champion will have to
call and put their life on the line. Even though they know what
the beginner is doing, it doesn’t help them much because they
can’t wait forever to pick up a monster hand. They will have to
commit with something like A-8 and A-8 is “only” a 60-40
favourite against a completely random hand. Of course, in the
long run, an edge of 60-40 is enough to crush the opponent, but
not in a single game.
Clearly in chess a great disparity in strength leads to a very
different outcome. A grandmaster playing against a social player
will win close to 100% of the time. So, how should we exploit
these factors in a Choker match?
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Let’s consider two possibilities:
1) You are much better than your opponent at chess
If this is the case you should look to play a lot of chess games
with small to modest sized pots (in poker this strategy is known
as “small ball”), so you should err on the side of being conservative
in the betting phase. You should mainly call or bet small and be
very reluctant to run bluffs. Do not create big pots even with
quite strong hands. The last thing you want is to end up playing a
chess game for a huge pot where your strong hand could be
trumped by the opponent’s powerhouse. You might find yourself
starting play with a serious material deficit that even your skill
advantage is unable to overcome. Instead, play chess for small
pots. This uses your chess skill most effectively and reduces the
risk of accidents.
2) You are much weaker than your opponent at chess
Now you need to develop a completely different strategy. You
can’t afford to play a lot of chess games for small pots as you will
likely lose a lot of them and your stack will gradually be worn
down. In order to maximise your chances to come through you
need to randomise. You should bet big, both when you have a
very strong hand and, occasionally, as a bluff (or at least you
should not be afraid to bluff). As we will see in the betting chapter,
some Choker hands have great potential to improve. These can
be used for what is known in poker as “semi-bluffing”. When you
semi-bluff, you have two ways to win. Your opponent, faced with
a strong bet, might decide to fold a marginal hand. This is a great
result – you pick up a reasonable pot with zero risk. However, if
your opponent is strong (or maybe only has a moderate hand but
suspects you are bluffing) and decides to call then you can still be
okay as you can still get lucky with the subsequent cards.
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3) You and your opponent are about equal at chess
Read this guide carefully and hone your betting strategy!

The “Choker” Version of Chess
At first sight, it may appear that Choker heavily favours the
stronger chessplayer. If you are experienced at poker and have
decent betting skills but minimal chess knowledge then it may
seem at first sight that the deck is (so to speak) stacked against
you in Choker. However, this is not necessarily the case. It is
important to note the following points:
1) A very good player’s encyclopaedic knowledge of opening
theory (and middlegame positional and strategy understanding,
for that matter) counts for nothing.
2) The chess phase in Choker essentially jumps straight into
the endgame where material advantage counts for far more than
at earlier stages. If the weaker player has a serious material
advantage in the endgame, he or she has far more chances of
overturning superior chess skills than if the battle starts at an
earlier stage.
3) Choker players can focus on improving and fine-tuning
endgame technique. Knowing the basic mates becomes crucial,
but these can be easily learnt and the learning process is far, far
easier than honing opening and middlegame skill. Also,
understanding how to capitalise on a big material advantage is,
again, a skill that is reasonably easy to learn in simplified
11

positions. In a standard chess clash between a grandmaster (or in
fact, any very strong player) and a social player, played at fast
time limits, the advantage of an extra rook is very unlikely to be
enough. However, in Choker, a relatively weak player would have
an excellent chance to defeat a grandmaster with such a material
advantage, especially if they had studied typical endgame
situations
So, while it is true that if you are a weak chess player and prone
to many mistakes then your better poker skills are unlikely to
save the game for you, it is also true that, if you can raise your
chess game to a reasonably solid level, you will be able take on
and beat even the very best.
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2) The Betting Phase
Before discussing betting in general (both from a theoretical
and practical viewpoint) we need to have some understanding of
hand values in Choker. After all, it will be impossible to formulate
a sensible betting strategy if we have little or no idea how strong
our hand is – or the potential it has to improve.

The First Two Cards
The key moment in a hand of Choker arises when the first two
cards have been dealt. It is vital to have a clear understanding of
how strong or weak your two-card holding is and how it may have
the potential to improve or weaken when subsequent cards are
dealt.
Taking our lead from poker we can refer to the initial two cards
as a player’s “starting hand”. The strength (and also potential to
improve) of this holding can vary enormously so an
understanding of the value of your starting hand is crucial (as,
indeed, it is in regular poker). After all, how can you hope to bet
your hand in an appropriate manner if you have no idea how
strong or weak it is compared to what your opponent might be
holding?
Two things that are useful to investigate are:
1) What is the probability of the hand?
2) What is the “chess point” value of the hand?
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1) What is the probability of the hand?
The easiest way to work this out is to consider how many twocard hands there are in Choker and then see how many of these
fall into the various categories. A Choker deck consists of 44
cards, so the number of possible hands is 44 (first card dealt) x 43
(second card dealt) = 1,892.
There are 15 possible starting hands, as follows (the first hand
is QQ but the second Queen demotes to a Pawn so this hand
generally plays as QP):
QQ, QR, QB, QN, QP, RR, RB, RN, RP, BB, BN, BP, NN, NP, PP
The distribution of cards in the choker deck is as follows: 4
Queens, 8 Rooks, 8 Bishops, 8 Knights and 16 Pawns (44 total)
Now we need to consider how many ways there are to
construct each holding. We do this as follows:
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Card 1

Card 2

QQ (QP) 4

3

QR

4

8

QB

4

8

QN

4

8

QP

4

16

RR

8

7

RB

8

8

RN

8

8

RP

8

16

BB

8

7

BN

8

8

BP

8

16

NN

8

7

NP

8

16

PP

16
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Firstly, note that when we are considering a pair, the number
of cards that can make up “Card 2” of the pair is reduced by one.
This is not the case for non-pair hands. For example, when a
Queen has already been dealt then there are only three cards
remaining in the deck to generate the second Queen (thus 4 and
3). However, if a rook has already been dealt this does not affect
the number of Bishops remaining in the deck (thus 8 and 8).
The second important point to note is that I have simplified
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the above table by only including one example of the non-pair
hands. Therefore, I have used QR but not RQ (which is an identical
hand, simply dealt in a different order). This means that, in order
to calculate how many hands fall into each category, all non-pair
hand totals must be multiplied by 2. The total combination figure
is generated by multiplying together the previous figures in the
row. We therefore amend the table as follows.
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Card 1
combinations

Card 2

Non-pair

QQ(QP)

4

3

QR

4

8

2

64

QB

4

8

2

64

QN

4

8

2

64

QP

4

16

2

128

RR

8

7

RB

8

8

2

128

RN

8

8

2

128

RP

8

16

2

256

BB

8

7

BN

8

8

2

128

BP

8

16

2

256

NN

8

7

NP

8

16

PP

16

15

Total

Total

12

56

56

56
2

256
240
1,892

When we sum the figures in the “Total combinations” column
we arrive at the figure of 1,892, which is the number of possible
two-card hands in a Choker deck and thus confirms that the
calculation has been done correctly. We can now reformat the
table to provide the more useful information of how strong our
hand is:
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Combinations

Percentage
probability

QQ(QP)

12

0.6

QR

64

3.4

QB

64

3.4

QN

64

3.4

QP

128

6.8

RR

56

3.0

RB

128

6.8

RN

128

6.8

RP

256

13.5

BB

56

3.0

BN

128

6.8

BP

256

13.5

NN

56

3.0

NP

256

13.5

PP

240

12.7

Total

1,892

100

Obviously, the percentages add up to 100. Note that although
QQ is actually the same as QP it is better to consider the hands
separately, as the way they can develop will differ.
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What is the “chess point” value of the hand?
We should also now consider the “chess strength” of each
hand, using the standard values as follows:
Queen – 9 points
rook – 5 points
Bishop – 3 points
Knight – 3 points
Pawn – 1 point
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Chess value

Combinations

Percentage

QQ(QP)

10

12

0.6

QR

14

64

3.4

QB

12

64

3.4

QN

12

64

3.4

QP

10

128

6.8

RR

10

56

3.0

RB

8

128

6.8

RN

8

128

6.8

RP

6

256

13.5

BB

6

56

3.0

BN

6

128

6.8

BP

4

256

13.5

NN

6

56

3.0

NP

4

256

13.5

PP

2

240

12.7

Total

1,892

100

Finally, let’s now reorganise this table so that hands are ranked
from the strongest to the weakest:
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Chess Value

Combinations

Percentage

QR

14

64

3.4

QB

12

64

3.4

QN

12

64

3.4

QQ(QP)

10

12

0.6

QP

10

128

6.8

RR

10

56

3.0

RB

8

128

6.8

RN

8

128

6.8

BN

6

128

6.8

RP

6

256

13.5

BB

6

56

3.0

NN

6

56

3.0

BP

4

256

13.5

NP

4

256

13.5

PP

2

240

12.7

Total

1,892

100

I have used the following observations to separate hand values
that are equal:
1) Pairs will always be slightly weaker than non-pairs because
a subsequent card matching the pair will be demoted. Thus, RR is
weaker than QP and BB/NN are both weaker than RP.
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2) In chess the Bishop is a marginally stronger piece than a
Knight.
3) The duel between BN and RP often depends on the structure
of the board. The BN combination becomes more powerful when
play is concentrated in one area of the board (the ability of the
rooks to sweep from one side of the board to the other becomes
of minimal importance). As Choker positions feature reduced
material the combat area will usually (but not always) be reduced.
Now, remember the choker deck consists of 44 cards: 4
Queens, 8 rooks, 8 Bishops 8 Knights and 16 Pawns. Essentially
this means that the total “chess point value” of the deck is
Queens: 4 x 9 = 36
Rooks:

8 x 5 = 40

Bishops: 8 x 3 = 24
Knights: 8 x 3 = 24
Pawns

16 x 1 = 16

Total =

140
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As there are 44 cards in the deck, the average value of a single
card is 140 / 44 = 3.2 (approx).
Therefore, the average
approximately 2 x 3.2 = 6.4.

value

of

a

starting

hand

is

By the same logic we can also note that the average value of a
complete, five-card, Choker hand is approximately 16.

Initial Observations
A useful initial exercise is to split the hands into groups,
identifying very strong hands, strong hands, moderate hands and
weak hands.
Group 1: 10-15 point hands of the form Qx (very strong hands)
Any hand with a Queen is a powerhouse. Even the weakest Qx
hand, QP, has a point value of 10 which is way above the average
of 6.4. Furthermore the Queen in your hand acts as a “blocker”,
reducing the chances of your opponent either having a Queen or
drawing one in the subsequent betting rounds. This further
increases the value of your Qx hand. The probability of getting
dealt a Qx hand is 17.6% which is slightly better than 1 in 6.
Group 2: 8-10 point hands without a Queen (strong hands)
These are (obviously) hands with a value of between 8 and 10
points. This group consists of the following: RR, RB and RN. The
RR is the strongest value hand but its strength is slightly reduced
by the fact that a subsequent Rook will be demoted to a Pawn.
The probability of getting dealt one of these hands is 16.6% which,
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happily, is exactly 1 in 6.
Group 3: 6 point hands (moderate hands)
This group is made up of BN, RP, BB and NN. As with the Group
2 hands, the pair combinations (BB and NN) are slightly weaker
due to the potential demotion effect. The probability of getting
dealt one of these hands is 26.3% which is approximately 1 in 4.
Group 4: 2-4 point hands (weak hands)
This group consists of BP, NP and PP. The BP and NP
combinations are particularly bad and are the weakest starting
hands in Choker, even though they actually have more value
points than PP. The reason is that the PP holding has more
potential to improve, as a subsequent Pawn will immediately
promote to a Rook and a further dealt Pawn will promote to a
Queen. A holding of PP removes two Pawns from the deck leaving
14 Pawns from 42 cards. Therefore, for each subsequent card,
there is precisely a 1 in 3 chance of being dealt a Pawn. The hand
PP is rather like a suited connector (two “connecting” cards of
the same suit, e.g. 6 clubs and 7 clubs) in poker. The hand, PP, as
it stands is weak but it has the potential to make a much stronger
hand. In poker, the suited connector has reasonable chances to
end up as a flush or a straight.
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Let’s have a closer look at the PP holding, as this is dealt
reasonably often (12.7% – approximately 1 time in 8) and it is the
Choker had with the greatest potential to improve. The
interesting question is what strength hand can you hope to make
with it after five cards?
The chance of any subsequent card you receive being a further
Pawn is 1 in 3. I won’t go into the details of the calculations, but
the following statistics, although not completely precise, are
good enough to make intelligent decisions at the table:
1. Receiving three further Pawns, generating PPRQQ
(hand value 27) = 3%.
2. Receiving two further Pawns, generating PPRQx (hand
value approx 20.4) = 22%.
3. Receiving one further Pawn, generating PPRxx (hand
value approx 15.8) = 45%.
4. Receiving no further Pawns, generating PPxxx (hand
value approx 15.2) = 30%.
This requires a little explanation. When the subsequent card(s)
dealt are specifically NOT Pawns (i.e. are represented as “x”) their
average value increases. Remember that the generic average
value of a Choker card from a full deck is 3.2. However, if we
eliminate Pawns then this value increases to 4.4. Thus any “x”
card above has specifically this value. In a sense, having the PP
combination as your starting hand “protects” you from the
handicap of receiving Pawns subsequently.
If we sum the above probabilities we will find that the average
value of a five-card Choker hand that starts PP is actually 17
which, surprisingly, is a slightly above average holding (the
average being 16) despite starting with the worst two cards! This
also encompasses the possibility (which will happen 25% of the
time) of making a very strong hand with either PPRQQ or PPRQx.
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The probability of getting dealt one of these Group 4 hands is
39.7% which is almost exactly 2 in 5.

General Betting Themes
Before we move on to examine specific betting ideas there are
three crucial betting concepts that need to be discussed. They
are why we actually bet; playing in and out of position; and
balance. These ideas will be fundamental when considering
specific betting sequences.
Why bet?
In this section I want to discuss a simple question. When
playing poker or Choker, why do you bet?
This might not sound particularly deep. You might think it’s
like asking why you kick the ball in football. However, I would
estimate that 95% of people who regard themselves as serious or
semi-serious poker players would not be able to come up with a
good answer to this question. If you watch a lot of poker you’ll
notice that betting is often the chosen play because the player is,
essentially, “scared of looking weak”. This is not a good reason.
So what is a good reason to bet? There are three:
1) You can bet for value. Betting for value is when you have a
strong hand and you think you can get value from an opponent
who has a good hand but not as strong as yours. A poker example
would be if you hold A-K and the flop is A-9-3. You bet your A-K
because you can get value from a player with a hand such as AQ, A-J or A-10. In Choker you could have a Group 1 hand (Qx) and
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bet because you hope to get called when your opponent has a
Group 2 or even Group 3 hand. You get money in the pot with
good equity.
2) You can bet for protection. Betting for protection is when
you have a reasonably strong, but potentially vulnerable, hand
and you do not want to give your opponent free or cheap cards
that may enable them to improve and overtake you. This applies
more to poker than Choker as strong poker hands are going to be
more vulnerable. Nevertheless, the promotion element in Choker
means that betting to protect should be considered.
3) You can bet as a bluff. Betting as a bluff is fine, but pick your
moments.
Playing in and out of position
In standard chess, White has the (small) advantage of moving
first, which will often generate an early initiative. In Choker this
is counterbalanced by the fact that White has to bet first on all
the betting rounds. In poker this is known as playing Out Of
Position (OOP). The player who can wait to see the action of their
opponent before betting themselves is the In Position (IP) player.
Understanding the issues with playing OOP and IP is of
fundamental importance in betting sequences and it is worth
discussing in some detail.
Playing IP is a substantial advantage in the betting phase as this
player ALWAYS has the opportunity to close the betting. So,
regardless of whether White checks or bets, Black (playing IP) can
always respond with a play that ends that particular betting
round (checking in response to a check or calling in response to
a bet). Furthermore, poker (and choker for that matter – before
the placement phase) is a game of limited information. When
White is obliged to play first on each betting round, they will
always be giving up some information and if Black is a competent
player, they will be able to exploit this.
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The problem of playing OOP is really exacerbated when
holding a marginal hand. If you have a strong hand it’s not much
of a problem. In general, you bet because you are not afraid of
being raised. Also, a weak hand does not suffer much from being
OOP. You can simply give up (this is often the least bad play) or
you can bet as a bluff, planning to give up if you encounter
resistance.
However, the information gap between the OOP player and the
IP player makes marginal hands difficult to handle. If you bet you
run the risk of facing an annoying raise when you either fold with
a hand that has some equity or call and risk playing a bloated pot
OOP with a marginal hand – neither scenario being attractive.
However, if you check and the IP player checks behind with a
weak hand you have given them a chance to improve and failed
to capitalise on your equity advantage.
Balance
In poker a key element of a betting strategy is a concept known
as “balance”. Essentially, this means you avoid simply betting
strongly when you have a good hand and weakly when you have
a poor hand. This is how recreational players play and they are
easy to beat: you apply pressure when they appear weak
(regardless of your own hand) and get out of the way when their
betting tells you they are strong unless you are very strong
yourself.
There are various ways that players attempt to achieve balance
and one of them is to use what is known as a “mixed strategy”. In
other words, you don’t always do the same thing with the same
hand. Say you get dealt a super-strong Queen and rook for your
first two cards (14 chess points already – this is the Choker
equivalent of aces in hold’em) and your opponent makes a
standard opening bet. You want to play a big pot so, in principle,
you might want to raise to 3x the pot. However, if you always 3x
in this situation an alert opponent will cotton on and get away
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from bad scenarios with a minimal loss. So, you employ a mixed
strategy and make your 3x raise perhaps 70% of the time and the
other 30% of the time you will simply call.
This enables you to play other hands in your range more
effectively. For example, suppose you have a feeble Pawn and
Knight and again face a standard opening bet. Now you can call
70% of the time (this is okay – your hand can improve and your
opponent might also be weak) and make a 3x raise as a bluff 30%
of the time. Now it is much harder for your opponent to “read”
your 3x raise (and, indeed, he cannot always be sure that you are
weak when you simply call – so this strategy enables you to
“protect” your weaker hands). Most of the time your 3x raise is
for value but sometimes it is a bluff. Because you have employed
a mixed strategy in your betting you are now more balanced, have
become harder to read and can generate value from your weak
holdings.
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Quick recap on hand values
Let’s have a quick recap regarding the hand groups that were
discussed earlier. This time we will use a visual representation.

This graphic enables you to visualise the probability of each
hand group being dealt. The stronger groups are on the left and
the height of each group represents the percentage chance of
that hand being dealt, e.g. for Group 1 it is 17% and for Group 4 it
is 40%. Try to memorise this chart – or at least get a very good
feel for the probability of each different hand group. This will
prove crucial for your theoretical understanding of Choker as
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well as for your actual play.
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Examples of Betting Sequences
It will be difficult (and probably not particularly helpful) to try
to analyse what should be done with all types of hands, at
numerous different stack sizes, playing IP or OOP against various
different styles of opponent. The number of situations to be
considered will quickly spiral out of control. So, instead, we will
consider some typical situations and discuss effective ways to
decide which plays are likely to be most effective.
Example one
You are playing White and pick up RB, a decent Group 2 hand.
Stacks are 50BB and you have no information on your opponent.
You decide to raise to 3BB which is fine. As you will play the whole
hand OOP, limping to 1BB would also be reasonable. Your
opponent calls. Your immediate thought now should be to put
them on a range. Of course, this is not straightforward as you
have no idea of their playing strength or whether they are
aggressive or passive. Nevertheless, this is good practice. So, we
assume they probably don’t have a weak Group 4 hand and are
most likely to have a Group 2 or 3 hand. They can have a Group 1
hand but might well have considered raising if they did, so this is
possible but a little less likely.
After their call, there is 6BB in the pot. Your next two cards are
RP, giving you RRBP which is a very decent 14 point total. Unless
your opponent has a Queen in their hand, you are almost
certainly ahead. Betting here is possible but I would be more
inclined to check for the following reasons:
1) Betting 4BB and getting raised to about 14BB would be very
ugly as you will be put in a difficult spot. With no information on
the opponent you probably have to fold as calling is just too risky
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– you could easily face a further large bet on the third round and
end up committing most of your stack in a situation where your
opponent has a lot of holdings with a Queen. If you fold on the
third round you will have lost about a third of your stack without
even getting to the chess phase.
2) Checking is a good play for balance. In this situation you
would also like to check with some weaker hands. So if your
opponent is aware that you can check with a fairly strong hand
this enables you to “protect” weaker hands you might hold in the
future in similar situations. They will realise that your check is
not a green light for them to take the pot away from you with a
bet.
3) Checking can induce bluffs. If your opponent initially called
with a weak hand, or did not get good cards on the second round,
they might now decide that your check shows weakness and
decide to bluff.
4) Checking makes it more likely that you will actually get to
the chess phase. As you have no idea of the opponent’s strength
it would be good to play a game of chess so you can discern who
is the stronger player. This will help your future betting strategy.
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So, you check and your opponent also checks. Again, you
should consider what this implies about their range. You “showed
weakness” by checking (you didn’t really, but they can’t know
that). Nevertheless, they still did not bet. They are unlikely to
have a strong hand and a reasonable estimate of their range of
possible hands is that they are somewhat weaker than you,
possibly with a hand in the 10-12 points range.
Your final card is a Knight and you end up with RRBPN – a 17
point total. Unless your opponent picked up a Queen you are
likely to be ahead and it is reasonable to make a bet for value.
There is 6BB in the pot and you should keep this bet fairly modest
so something such as 4BB is reasonable. Your opponent calls, so
you get to play chess. They show up with the hand RBNPP for 13
points, so you are indeed ahead.
You should now think about how they played the hand. Of
course, you can’t know in what order they received their cards
but their hand would never have been particularly strong at any
stage. You note the following: they didn’t bluff the second round
and they made a slightly loose (but not ridiculous) call on the
third round. For the moment you can label this player as fairly
straightforward and passive in the betting rounds.
Example two
Play is identical to that in Example one up until the point where
your opponent checks on the second round after you had also
checked. In this instance they bet 4BB. You must call – no other
play makes sense. With a decent 14 point total, folding is out of
the question and raising is pointless as you will only get action
from hands that have you crushed. So, you call and there is now
14BB in the pot.
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You now pick up a Rook which, unfortunately, being the third
rook, demotes to a Pawn. Your final hand is thus RRBPP – an
unimpressive, but not terrible, 15 point total. You should check.
Betting this kind of marginal hand is an error as doing so will
“force” your opponent to play correctly, calling with their best
hands and folding the ones that you have in trouble. In poker we
would say that checking here is done to “keep the opponent’s
range wide”. In other words, you oblige them to continue with
their weak hands as well as their strong hands.
After you check, your opponent bets 6BB into the 14BB pot.
This is a fairly moderate-sized bet and is offering you very good
odds to call. You have RR in your hand which is a good defensive
formation in chess to counter a Queen. Your opponent will need
to be as strong as QRBPP to have you in trouble and they may be
somewhat weaker. Let’s suppose you call and they show up with
QBNPP. That’s fine – you are a little way behind but not
dramatically and you get to see how well they play chess. They
most likely already had the Queen on the second round of betting
and have played the betting rounds competently.
What about if your opponent bet more on the final round, say
14BB into the 14BB pot? On balance I would err towards folding.
If you call you will be playing a pot where you have committed
nearly half of your stack and you don’t have a Queen. You would
need to be much better than them at chess for this to be in any
way justified and – at this stage of the match – you don’t know
this. Also, if you do happen to be the stronger chessplayer then
you still have very good chances to win the match and don’t need
to gamble here.
Example three
Here you are playing short-stacked towards the end of a
match. You are playing White with a 35BB stack and your
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opponent has 15BB. This means that the effective stack is 15BB –
the effective stack is the maximum (for each player) that can be
won or lost in the hand. When you are playing with shorter stacks
you have to be aware that any bets will take a larger percentage
of your stack and are thus “more expensive”. Also, going all-in (for
either player) now becomes more of a possibility as the risk-toreward ratio on such a play has dramatically improved.
Your opponent is a decent chessplayer and has shown
themselves to be aggressive in the betting sequences, usually
betting when first in and usually choosing to bet when you have
shown weakness. You are dealt PP. What do you do?
As we saw earlier PP, although the weakest starting hand, is
actually a decent drawing hand due to the possibility of
promotions with further Pawns. As we saw it will, on average,
generate a 17-point holding when all five cards have been dealt.
At this short stack depth, playing OOP, I think folding would be
fine. I dislike the idea of opening to 3BB as our opponent is
aggressive and will likely call or even raise. We will find ourselves
often playing a sizeable pot with a weak hand.
However, there is another possibility. You can limp to 1BB. At
first this might look odd but we have a very specific idea in mind.
Firstly, if our opponent checks, then that’s fine – we get to see
two further cards, very cheaply, and we might get lucky with
promotions. Secondly, if our opponent raises (and they have form
for doing so) to about 4BB we can then re-raise all-in to 15BB.
This is a semi-bluff. As we only have PP we want our opponent to
fold. But, if they do call, then – as we know – PP is a hand that has
decent chances to improve (much more so than BP and NP and
maybe even BB and NN as these latter two hands suffer from
potential demotions issues).
Faced with this all-in, which could easily have come from a Qx
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hand, our opponent is now in a tough spot unless they have a Qx
hand themselves. They could easily fold hands as strong as RP and
BN, which represents a huge victory for us. We pick up over 25%
of their stack with a bad hand and zero risk. When we get called,
we are not in great shape for sure but (as we saw earlier) 25% of
the time we will gain a Queen ourselves via Pawn promotion and
we can, of course, also get lucky and get dealt a Queen. This is
the power of the semi-bluff. Much of the time it wins a decentsized pot with no risk but when it gets called it still has reasonable
chances to get lucky (in distinction to a pure bluff which only
works when the opponent folds).
There is one final point here. When our opponent realises that
our limps as White are occasionally the precursor to a re-raise,
they will be more reluctant to raise and (as happened in Example
one) this will act as protection for us for when we want to limp
with genuinely poor hands on other occasions.
Example four
It is fairly early in the match. You are playing Black with an
effective stack size of 30BB. Your opponent seems fairly
straightforward and passive. You have played one chess game
and you got the impression that you were the stronger player
although they were competent. They open to 3BB. What do you
do with the following hands?
a) NP, BP, NN, BB
Before deciding what to do we must put them on a range,
otherwise we are just playing guessing games. As they are passive
it is reasonable to assume that the range of hands with which they
will raise to 3BB OOP is fairly tight. They likely have a Group 1
hand, a strong-ish Group 2 hand, or are occasionally raising with
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garbage, hoping you fold immediately.
I would fold all the above hands. NP and BP are really weak and
have little chance to improve. NN and BB are hampered by
potential demotion issues. If you choose instead to call with, say,
NN and pick up something reasonable such as RP you will then
have NNRP. The pot is 6BB and your opponent bets the pot. Now
what do you do? You have no idea and you are quite likely to make
a mistake here.
This demonstrates an important betting principle. You should
try to anticipate and avoid situations where you are likely to make
mistakes. If you fold to the initial bet with your weak hand this
will be, at most, a small mistake. If you call, you merely set up the
possibility of making a bigger mistake later in the hand.
b) RB, RN, RP, BN, PP
These hands are an easy call and are too strong to fold. RP and
BN are slightly weaker than RB and RN but are still well worth a
call as they don’t suffer from the demotion issues of BB and NN.
PP is worth a call as further Pawns will promote and potentially
turn this hand into a powerhouse.
Contrary to the play from Example three, you must absolutely
not raise with PP as a semi-bluff. The reason is two-fold. Firstly,
there is the obvious point that your opponent has a fairly tight
range so your semi-bluff does not have a great deal of fold equity
and is thus greatly weakened. Secondly, the stack sizes are all
wrong. If you raise the 3BB bet to about 9BB and your opponent
then goes all-in for 30BB you will have to fold. This will be
horrible as you will have lost a big chunk of your stack without
even giving yourself a chance to get lucky with the next two
cards. If stacks were 10BB (instead of 30BB) then an all-in raise to
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10BB would still be doubtful (as the opponent plays a solid game)
but it would make more sense.
c) A Qx hand
Clearly you will play. The only question is whether to raise or
call. With a Queen in your hand and the stronger chess skills you
will almost always be happy to get to the chess phase. Raising is
not unreasonable but I would be more inclined to call as this
enables you to keep more control in the future betting rounds. If
you raise and your opponent re-raises all-in you will have to call
but you have turned the game into a bit of a lottery. This also
helps your opponent because you lose the advantage of playing
IP in the subsequent betting rounds.
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3) The Placement Phase

The placement phase starts with the Kings placed on their
usual squares with a Pawn in front of them.
The Pawn in front prevents the King from undergoing
immediate attack in the placement phase. How you place your
five pieces is important and requires skill to do it well. Structure
your pieces coherently and you can simultaneously thwart an
attack as well as prime your forces to launch one of your own.
Place your pieces unthinkingly and you will leave weaknesses for
your opponent to exploit.

Positioning
Pawns can be placed anywhere from the second to fourth
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ranks while all other pieces can be placed anywhere on the first
and second ranks. With a choice of squares on which to place
your pieces, it is evident that the “normal” starting squares for
pieces are not optimum. In chess, the pieces move away from
their starting squares to link up and gain positional advantage. In
Choker, we can optimise their positions straight away.
Placement psychology
The psychology of the placement phase is challenging. For a
thousand years chess pieces have been starting from a fixed
position. No thinking required. In Choker you take turns to place
your pieces. This means that not only will you be unaware what
pieces your opponent has available, you also don’t know where
they are going to place them. It is estimated that there are over
82
trillion
starting
positions
for
Choker
(that’s
82,000,000,000,000). There’s a lot of uncertainty and risk and I
believe the best approach, therefore, is to prepare for the worst
and hope for the best.
Black versus White
Black and White have a different placement psychology. Black
has the advantage of seeing White’s placements first and so
always has more information. After White’s fifth placement, Black
has a free swing of the bat. He can place knowing that all White’s
pieces are on the board. However, once Black has placed his last
piece, the advantage shifts back to White, who, as usual, makes
the first move in the chess phase. White, therefore, can strike
first and Black must factor this in.
It makes sense to always assume that your opponent has a
Rook or a Queen. For Black this is particularly important. Leaving
a piece on an open file can be immediately picked off by White.
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Black therefore positions his pieces, especially his first three
pieces, behind his own Pawns or behind his opponent’s Pawns.
They provide “Pawn cover”. White, on the other hand, can be
more aggressive, chancing a piece, such as a Rook, on an open
file, in the knowledge that he has first move and can move his
piece out of the way if necessary.
Black, however, can set up some snares, especially on the
fourth placement. On the assumption that White may have a
Rook or Queen to place, Black could place a “tethered goat” to
draw and neutralise White’s attack. For instance, Black may hold
back a Knight and Queen for his last two placements and place
the Knight on b7. White sees a hanging piece and places a Rook
on b1. Black responds by placing his Queen on a7, protecting his
Knight but also attacking both flanks of White’s back rank. Note
the Knight also has a defensive role and can move to d8
potentially blocking a check.
A true test of chess skill
As stated, the starting variations are multitudinous and
opening theory will emerge over time. In many ways Choker
requires pure chess skill. Learning openings by rote or doing
homework on your opponent’s favourite openings is not possible.
In Choker you will need to rely on your instincts, tactical skills
and wits. We will see if a new type of Chokermaster will emerge
– one who has superlative chess skills but not had the time or
inclination to study chess opening theory. So, while it is not
possible to develop positional opening theory, it is possible to
identify optimum squares for pieces. These can act as rules of
thumb. Here we discuss each piece and select a good square for
them – having factored in threats outlined above. Just by applying
these rules of thumb, you can gain a significant advantage.
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Individual Placements
Pawns
Pawns are the lowliest piece in chess and, with 16 of them on
the board, often taken for granted. In Choker, I suspect they are
of more value because the games starts with just one Pawn
apiece. Consider that in Choker we are jumping straight into an
endgame situation with several open files. A passed Pawn is
powerful and, when we consider that a Pawn can be placed on
the fourth rank in the placement phase, it is more powerful still –
just four moves away from morphing into a Queen!
We should also consider that if you have no Pawns, then the
single Pawn on the board is an isolated Pawn which can be easily
picked off. Being directly in front of the King this isolated Pawn
makes it an obvious weak point for your opponent to target. If
you have at least one other Pawn then they can work together,
protecting each other and form the beginnings of a Pawn
structure around the King. As a Pawn duo in front of the King is
such a strong asset it is possible that in the betting phase the first
Pawn should be valued at more than one point, perhaps even as
much as two points. Time will tell if that is accurate or not.
It makes sense to place your first Pawn on either side of the ePawn already on the board. Floating an isolated Pawn on an open
file is a bad idea in chess and Choker. If you have at least two
Pawns, I believe it to be unwise to place them on the second rank
on either side of the King (or d7 and f7). This creates a wall in front
of the King. In chess this is the normal starting position and not
an issue as your opponent’s pieces are also trapped behind Pawns
and cannot immediately attack the King. In Choker, however, this
can lead to the equivalent of fool’s mate. A back rank Chokemate
in one move. I therefore advise escape squares for the King.
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Pawns could be placed on, for example, d3 and f3, thus providing
two escape squares. Or perhaps d3 and c4, placing a defended
Pawn in an advanced position.

Good Pawn placements for White
Black, as ever, needs to think about using Pawns for cover so
that if White places a Pawn on d3 (providing cover on the d-file)
he could respond with one on f6 providing his own cover on the
other side of the King.
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Both sides create King cover
Finally, remember that Choker essentially advances us into
endgame scenarios. Therefore, Pawns become much more
significant and the game often hinges on the ability to nurse a
Pawn to the back rank!
Knights
In chess Knights can be the first piece into the fray. They are
the only piece that doesn’t need a Pawn to move for it to emerge
into play. On an uncluttered board, as in Choker, this particular
advantage is of less value. Unlike all the other pieces it cannot
immediately threaten the back rank squares of your opponent. If
placed on the second rank, the Knight will still take two moves
before it can threaten the back rank squares. For those reasons
the Knight is best deployed on defensive duties, but it can do this
very well. Its unique style of movement makes it the only piece
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that can offer defence on both flanks of the King by being placed
on either d2 or f2. From this position it can block a back rank
check. From d2 it can move to f1 and also protect the b1-square.
On f2 it could move to d1 with similar ideas.

A good placement for a white Knight – covering important
invasion squares
By placing the Knight on the second rank you also place it a
more advanced position, ready to cause complication and havoc
as only Knights can do. I can see no advantage in placing a Knight
on the first rank – unless it was on move four for Black and you
are setting a tethered goat trap!
Bishops
Just as in chess, you cannot start with more than two Bishops
and if you have two Bishops they must go onto opposite-coloured
squares. Again, just as with Knights, there seems little advantage
in placing a Bishop on the first rank unless you needed to place it
next to the King to protect an exposed flank.
A better idea for the Bishop is to place it on the second row
and if, possible, place it on a2 (or a7). On this square, the Bishop
provides some back rank cover protecting b1 (or b8) but, more
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importantly, it closes off an escape square for the opponent’s
King by attacking the f7-square. A Bishop in this position working
with a Queen or Rook on the Queenside can create dangerous
early pressure.

A good square for a Bishop, creating pressure on the diagonal to
the black King
If your opponent places a Pawn on f7, then consider combining
your Bishop on a2 with a Rook on f1 (or even more threateningly,
a Queen). Depending on how the f-Pawn is protected, this could
lead to a Chokemate in one!
For Black, the Bishop might also act as the tethered goat on
move four as previously mentioned. With a Queen protecting it
and also attacking your opponent’s back rank on both sides,
making it a powerful configuration too.
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Rooks
Just as in chess Rooks love to double up. In chess this can take
a while. Rooks start on opposite sides of the board with
everything placed between them. In Choker you can double them
up straight off the bat. If you have two Rooks in your hand you
might consider them to be more valuable than the “face values”
of 5 plus 5. In this case I think 5 plus 5 makes 11.
Therefore, a simple placement on b1 and b2, for example, is
very strong indeed. Another strong configuration is a1 and b1. the
Rooks support each other and can both advance quickly into the
black camp.

If you are lucky enough to have two Rooks, make sure they work
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in harmony
The Rook is superb at attack and defence and for these reasons
if you are not doubling your rooks (perhaps you have only one)
then the first Rook should go on the back rank. In Choker a1 (the
normal starting position of a Rook) is a good square. It protects
squares b1, c1 and d1 and threatens to advance to a8.
Even with two Rooks you may wish to have them on defensive
and offensive duties by placing them on either side of the King.
In such circumstances it is imperative that your King has an
escape square to move to, such as d2. By moving here, the Rooks
link up across the back and are attacking both flanks of the
opponent.
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Queens
The Queen is very powerful in Chess and in Choker. By placing
the Queen in the corners of the board she can perform back rank
defensive duties as well as attack the back rank on both flanks of
the opposing colour. She is the only piece to be able to do so. She
can also link up with Rooks and indeed can also link up with other
Queens to make a devastatingly powerful combo. The Queen can
also attack both flanks from a2, b2, g2 and h2. All of these are
super powerful squares for the strongest pieces on the board.
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The Queen can combine powerfully with weaker pieces to
create immediate threats.
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Combining Pieces in the Placement Phase
Where you place your pieces (rooks, Bishops, Knights and
Queens) does not matter too much, as long as you are careful
when playing Black not to potentially leave anything en prise (this
is not an issue for White as he will move first). In general this can
be achieved by keeping your forces compact and central. For
example:

Let’s say as Black you want to place a rook somewhere (you’d
probably be better off placing minor pieces first, but anyway...).
The best squares would be d8 or f8. If you choose a7, then White
might subsequently place a Bishop on f2 and threaten Bxa7, which
could be very difficult, if not impossible, to prevent. A rook on d7
would be vulnerable to White placing a Bishop on c2 and
threatening Ba4, pinning the rook. A rook on b8 would be
vulnerable to a rook placement on b1, although this could be less
of an issue as Black could protect the rook with another piece
placement. However, d8 and f8 are completely safe squares. The
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f8-square would also have the advantage that the rook could
quickly menace the white King.
Placement of the Pawns is very important. Let’s consider the
opening position:

There are some simple rules for Pawn placement:
1) Never, ever, place a Pawn on the e-file. Doubled Pawns are a
horrible weakness in endgames as the Pawns can never support
each other.
2) If you have more than one Pawn to place, the first should
almost always be placed on d3 (or d6 as Black).
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The two Pawns do an excellent job: they support each other
and help to control the central area. The e-Pawn might advance
to e4, creating the possibility to support attacking units on d5 and
f5. If White needs to play defensively, then the Pawns can remain
where they are and support, for example, a white Knight on f3
and a white rook on c4.
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Now White has quite a solid formation that will be hard to
breach unless Black has an overwhelming material advantage.
3) In general you want your Pawns to be compact and form a
chain, so with more than one Pawn you would look to have Pawns
on the c-, d- and e-files, the d-, e- and f-files or possibly the e-,
f- and g-files if you are intent on creating a fortress for your King.
However, if you have the feeling that you will be the aggressor in
the game (and are not overly concerned about King safety) then
you might prefer to create an outside passed Pawn, which can be
a very powerful force in an endgame. For example, this position:

is going to be quite difficult for White to win when facing a
strong opponent. However, this position:
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gives excellent winning chances. In a game between strong,
evenly-matched opponents, this is essentially hopeless for Black.
The play is now “stretched” across the board and White’s passed
a-Pawn, supported by the rook, will make life very difficult for
Black.
Note that you should prefer a Pawn on the a-file rather than
the h-file as the a-Pawn is slightly further away from the central
action which favours the aggressor.
The Bishops
It will almost always be good strategy to delay placing a Bishop.
The Bishop is the only piece that cannot (in principle) control
every square on the board as it is restricted to squares of its own
colour. It can be very beneficial to see how an opponent places
their Pawns before deciding which colour square you want your
Bishop to operate on. Consider this position:
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Your final piece placement is a Bishop and you have a strong
feeling that Black does not have a Queen still to place so you will
very likely have a material advantage and will want to attack.
Because Black has the Pawn formation of d6 and e7, he is
vulnerable on the light squares so you definitely want to use your
Bishop as a light-squared Bishop and not a dark-squared one. A
decent idea is to place it on a2 as you can then start the game
with Qc4 when the battery of the a2-Bishop and c4-Queen
creates strong pressure along the weak a2-g8 diagonal.
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4) The Chess Phase
A crucial element for successful Choker play is a complete
understanding of endgames without Pawns and how to engineer
the basic mates.

The Basic Mates
Here is a brief summary of endgames without Pawns and the
usual result.
King and Queen versus King
An extremely common endgame which can be won easily.
King and Rook versus King
Another very common endgame which can also be won easily.
King and Knight or King and Bishop versus King
Both these endgames are drawn and there are no chances to
win.
King and Two Minor Pieces versus King
King and Two Knights versus King is a draw. Any other
combination of minor pieces results in a win. These endgames
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are rarely seen and require some knowledge to win.
King and Queen versus King and Rook
This is a moderately common endgame. For a long time it was
considered to be a fairly trivial win but when computers first
became sufficiently powerful to “crunch” chess endgames it was
discovered that it was, in fact, very difficult to win against
accurate defence. In 1978, American grandmaster Walter Browne
was unable to defeat the chess programme BELLE in this
endgame
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pawnless_chess_endgame).
If the defending side does not know the best defensive
technique the Queen will win easily.
King and Rook versus King and Bishop
Fairly common. In general a draw and easy to defend. The
defensive King heads for a corner that is the opposite colour of
the Bishop. Attempts to checkmate on the back rank lead to
stalemate.
King and Rook versus King and Knight
Moderately common and, in general, a draw. However, if the
King and Knight are separated the Knight can sometimes be
rounded up. If the King and Knight are coordinated there are
virtually no winning chances.
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King, Rook and Bishop versus King and Rook
Another moderately common endgame. In general, it is a draw
but it is sufficiently difficult to defend that many strong players
have lost it.
King, Rook and Knight versus King and Rook
Seen less often than with the Bishop. It is easier to defend than
the endgame with the Bishop but has still occasionally been lost
by strong players.
In the following sections we will examine basic techniques that
can be used to win the typical endgames that arise where one
side has a huge material advantage. The two most important
endgames in Choker, by far, are King and Queen versus King and
King and Rook versus King. This will arise far more often than
endgames involving minor pieces. They can all be practised on a
PC or even a phone against one of the numerous chessplaying
programmes and apps that are available. In choker, it is essential
that you can win these endgames when having to move instantly.
King and Queen versus King
The general idea in this endgame is to restrict the freedom of
movement of the enemy King and force it towards the edge of the
board where mating scenarios will quickly arise. The white King
and Queen act like shepherd and sheepdog and corral the black
King. The main trap to avoid is stumbling into stalemate. Here is
an example of typical play.
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The first job is to activate the King.
1 Ke2 Ke7
The black King can only be mated on the edge of the board so
heading away from this area makes White’s task more difficult.
2 Ke3 Ke6 3 Ke4 Kf6
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When first attempting to win this endgame it is often tempting
to check the black King. However, it is actually easier to restrict
its movement with non-checking moves. The King has to move
anyway, so why bother checking it?
4 Qh5
A good move, preventing the King going to g5 or g6. 4 Qg4
would also be good for the same reason. 4 Qd5 is slightly less
accurate as Black can reply 4 ... Kg6 when his King is a little
further from the white King. The rounding up process works best
when the side with superior force can maintain close contact
between the kings as this helps to cut off escape squares.
4 ... Ke6 5 Qg6+
Here the checking move is good but only because it forces the
black King back towards the edge of the board. 5 Qe5+ would also
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achieve this.
5 ... Kd7 6 Kd5 Kc7 7 Qa6
Again, White prevents the black King from moving away from
the white King. This manoeuvre is a mirror-image of White’s 4
Qh5.
7 ... Kb8
After 7 ... Kd7 8 Qb7+ Black would quickly be forced to the back
rank. Instead Black sets a trap.

8 Kc5
This is really the only moment in the whole process when
White has to be careful. He wants to advance the King in order to
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complete a mating net but 8 Kc6 and 8 Kd6 are both blunders,
resulting in an immediate draw by stalemate. If 8 Qb6+ Ka8 then
the black King is again stalemated so White does not have time
(yet) to advance the King. The move played is a waiting move
which will enable White to get the Queen to the seventh rank and
lock the black King in on the back rank. After this, the win will be
easy.
8 ... Kc7 9 Qa7+ Kd8
The King is now locked in.
10 Kd6
Mate follows next move after either 10 ... Kc8 11 Qc7 or 10 ... Ke8
11 Qe7.
With a moderate amount of practice, it becomes easy to win
this endgame even if you have to make all the moves more or less
instantly.
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King and Rook versus King
In this endgame the same basic principles apply as in King and
Queen versus King. However, the superior force is now weakened
and so it take a little longer to round up the opposing King. Again,
the plan is to force it to the back rank and then deliver
checkmate. Here is a typical sequence.

1 Ke2
As usual White activates the King and Black does likewise.
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The black King is now threatening to escape the clutches of
the white King by moving to the c-file. White’s next move cuts it
off.
4 Rc1 Ke6
Now the kings are in “opposition”, i.e. directly facing each
other with only one square in between them. This gives White the
opportunity to check the black King, force it back and restrict it
to the back two ranks.
5 Rc6+ Kd7 6 Rh6 Ke7 7 Ke5 Kd7
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Once again, we have a situation where the black King is
attempting to scuttle away to the c-file to evade the attention of
the white King. There are various ways to win this position. The
one we will examine here, although not the most direct, has the
benefit of being very easy to carry out and thus ideal for scenarios
(as in choker) where you have very little time available. When you
understand the technique, the moves can be made more or less
instantly.
8 Rg6
A waiting move which can always be used when the opposing
King has temporarily escaped from being in opposition. Note that
8 Rh7+ Kc6 does not (for now) achieve much and neither does 8
Kd5 Ke7 which simply reverses the situation of the kings.
8 ... Kc7
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The point of White’s waiting move is that after 8 ... Ke7 the
opposition is re-established and 9 Rh7+ will force the black King
onto the back rank.
9 Kd5 Kb7
By now you should realise that 9 ... Kd7 is met by 10 Rh7+. The
black King therefore continues its journey to the Queenside but
it soon hits the brick wall of the a-file.
10 Kc5 Ka7 11 Kb5

11 ... Kb7
The black King can no longer go West and is now forced onto
the back rank.
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12 Rg7+ Kc8 13 Kc6 Kd8
14 Ra7
This is exactly the same technique as White used on move 8. It
is a waiting move.
14 ... Ke8
14 ... Kc8 15 Ra8 is mate. The black King therefore heads East
but meets its doom when it clatters into the h-file.
15 Kd6 Kf8 16 Ke6 Kg8 17 Kf6 Kh8 18 Kg6 Kg8 19 Ra8 mate
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King and Pawn versus King
This is one final basic endgame that will arise reasonably often
and it is important to know the basics. Note the following.
1) If the Pawn is an a- or h-Pawn and the defending King
reaches the promotion square, then the endgame is always a
draw.
2) If the defending King is blocking the advance of the Pawn
the game is always a draw as long as the defending King retreats
back directly in line with the Pawn. For example:
Black to play
1 ... Kd8
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Retreating directly in line with the Pawn is the drawing move.
1 ... Kc8 will lose after 2 Kc6 Kd8 3 d7 Ke7 4 Kc7 and the Pawn
promotes.
2 Kc6 Kc8 3 d7+
Retreating the King will only repeat the position.
3 ... Kd8 4 Kd6
is a draw by stalemate.
White to play
1 Kc5 Kd8
As usual, retreating directly in line with the Pawn is the
drawing move. White can do nothing. 2 Kd5 Kd7 just repeats the
position and 2 Kc6 Kc8 is a draw as in the previous example.
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3) Assume White has the extra Pawn. If the White King gets to
the sixth rank in front of the Pawn, the endgame is always a win.
For example:

Black to play
1 ... Kc8 2 Ke7
And d6-d7-d8Q cannot be prevented as the white King
controls all the squares on the d-file.
White to play
1 Kc6 Kc8 2 d6 Kd8 3 d7 Ke7 4 Kc7
And the Pawn will promote.
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4) Assume White has the extra Pawn. If the white King gets in
front of the Pawn (but not on the sixth rank) it will depend whose
move it is. For example:

White to play
The game is a draw, e.g. 1 Kc5 Kc7 (keeping the “opposition”; 1
... Ke7 2 Kc6 wins for White) 2 d5 Kd7 is a draw.
Black to play
White will win as the black King has to give way, e.g. 1 ... Kc7 2
Ke6 Kd8 3 Kd6 and White will win as we saw in note 3, above.

Endgames with Extra Pawns
Endgames that arise in Choker where one side has just one
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extra Pawn, are very likely to be drawn. This is due to the fact that
it will often be possible for the defending side to give up a Bishop
or Knight for the remaining Pawn and – as we saw above – the
basic endgames where one side has just an extra minor piece are
very often drawn.
However, two extra Pawns should almost always be good
enough to win. In choker endgames, the Pawns are likely to have
been placed on the central files (where they provide useful cover
for the King) and the key is to advance them carefully without
allowing the opponent the opportunity to give up a piece for both
Pawns. You must also be careful not to allow the Pawns to
become blockaded when they do advance as this can seriously
complicate the winning procedure. A couple of examples will
illustrate this. We will look at situations with Bishop versus
Knight as they tend to generate the most difficulty for the side
with the extra material.
Example one
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White wants to advance the central Pawns but, for the
moment, the Bishop controls d5 and e4. White manoeuvres to
gain control of these squares.
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1 Kd3 Ke7 2 e4 Kd6
Now White has to think a bit in order to work out how to
advance the Pawns successfully. The immediate 3 d5 would be a
blunder on account of 3 ... Bxd5 4 exd5 Kxd5 with an immediate
draw. 3 e5+ Kd5, although still winning for White, would
complicate the task unnecessarily as now Black has blockaded
the Pawns and it is not easy for White to shift this blockade.
The key to a simple winning procedure for White is to relocate
the Knight to a more effective square.
3 Ne5 Ba8
Black’s plan is to maintain the Bishop on the h1-a8 diagonal in
order to make it difficult for White to advance in the centre.
4 Nc4+ Ke6 5 Ne3 Kd6 6 Ng2
White alertly realises that although e3 is a good square for the
Knight, f4 will be better. If instead, he advances with 6 d5 then 6
... Kc5 leaves the Pawns somewhat blockaded and lacking
immediate support. 6 e5+ Ke6 is also possible but, again, the
Pawns are a little blockaded.
6 ... Bb7 7 Nf4 Ba8
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8 e5+
The Knight on f4 is doing a good job of controlling the black
King and now the time is ripe for an advance. 8 d5 would also be
good as after 8 ... Kc5 9 Ne6+ (a benefit of bringing the Knight
round to f4) 9 ... Kd6 10 Kd4, White is completely in control as e5+
is coming.
8 ... Ke7 9 d5
Thanks to careful positioning of his pieces White has managed
to effect the successful advance of his two central Pawns. In the
ensuing play the focus is on either forcing the further advance of
the Pawns or simplifying down into a winning King and Pawn
versus King endgame.
9 ... Bb7 10 Kd4 Bc8 11 d6+ Kd7 12 Kc5 Ke8 13 e6 Kd8
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White has made great progress but the hasty 14 d7 would undo
all this good work after 14 ... Bxd7. White could try to support this
advance with 14 Kc6 but then Black has a little trick with 14 ...
Bd7+, when 15 exd7 is stalemate so White must retreat the King.
Instead, White realises that advancing with e7 and then bringing
the Knight to f6 will finish the game.
14 e7+ Ke8 15 Nd5 Kf7 16 Nc7
16 Nf6 is actually quicker as this controls both d7 and the
promotion square on e8. However, the text leads to an instructive
finish.
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16 ... Bd7
This looks awkward for White and it appears that he may have
stumbled into one of the tricky blockaded positions. However,
the advanced nature of the Pawns means that there is a quick way
to simplify.
17 e8Q+ Bxe8 18 Nxe8 Kxe8 19 Kc6
This is a winning position, as we saw in the King and Pawn
versus King section.
19 ... Kd8 20 d7 and White wins
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Example two

Again, the key to this position is the careful advance of the
Pawns without allowing the Knight to be given up for both Pawns
or a blockade to be established.
1 e4
1 d4 would be a horrible mistake as after 1 ... Kd5 the black King
and Knight have unchallengeable control of e4 and d5 and White
would have no way to make progress, despite the two extra
Pawns. The blockade can be very powerful!
1 ... Kd6 2 Ke3 Ng4+ 3 Kf4 Ne5 4 d4 Nf7 5 Bb4+
There is nothing wrong with 5 d5 which will also win but White
prefers to arrange the advance of the d-Pawn with check.
5 ... Ke6
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6 e5 would again be a mistake as after 6 ... Kd5 7 Kf5 Nd8 the
Knight will arrive on e6 and Black will once again have a rocksolid blockade.
6 d5+ Kd7 7 e5 Nd8 8 Kf5
And not the over-hasty 8 e6+ when 8 ... Nxe6 immediately
simplifies down to a draw. Now White supports the advance of
the e-Pawn with the King.
8 ... Nb7 9 e6+ Ke8 10 d6 Kd8
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11 Kf6
It looks as though 11 e7 Ke8 12 Ke6 finished at once but Black
can wriggle with the sneaky 12 ... Nc5+ (not 12 ... Nxd6 13 Kxd6 Kf7
14 Kd7) 13 Kd5 (not 13 Bxc5 which is stalemate) 13 ... Nd7.

Analysis diagram
Once again, Black has a blockade but by now the black forces
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are so restricted that White can break the blockade with the
instructive sequence 14 Bc3 Nb6+ 15 Kc6 Nd7 16 Kc7 Nc5 17 Kc8
Nd7 18 Bd4 and the Knight has run out of squares.
Nevertheless, it is easier for White to avoid
complications by first improving the position of his King.
11 ... Ke8 12 d7+ Kd8 13 Kf7

Now e7+ is coming. Black has one last trick.
13 ... Nd6+ 14 Kf8
Not 14 Bxd6 which is yet another stalemate.
14 ... Nb7 15 e7+ Kxd7 16 e8Q+ and White wins.
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these

Earlier Play
When all the pieces have been placed on the board it will be
clear that one side is likely to be the aggressor and the other side
the defender, as one side is very likely to have a material
advantage.
Playing as the aggressor
If you have a Queen and the opponent doesn’t then your
strategy is straightforward – attack!! Use your Pawn(s) as
battering rams to open up the opponent’s King as you don’t need
to be overly concerned about protecting your own. If you both
have Queens then you should be more circumspect as your King
will always be vulnerable and you may well regret losing your
Pawn protection.
If neither of you has a Queen but you have a material advantage
then you should aim to exchange pieces but not Pawns. The value
of your material advantage increases dramatically as pieces are
exchanged. For example, if you have rook, Knight and two
Bishops (14 chess points), while your opponent has rook, Knight
and Bishop (11 chess points), you have a chess points advantage
of 14 to 11 which is a “27% advantage” in piece activity. However,
if a pair of rooks and Bishops are exchanged then your piece
advantage will be 6 to 3, equating to a 100% advantage. However,
do not exchange Pawns. Pawns have the unique feature that they
can promote to Queens and it is very rare that an endgame is ever
won without this factor coming into consideration. With a
material advantage your aim should be to simplify the position
and then promote a Pawn. King and Pawn versus King is often a
win, King and minor piece (Knight or Bishop) versus King is never
a win.
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Playing as the defender
It may be obvious to you, even before play begins, that you will
very likely be the defensive player. If this is the case you need to
think about constructing a fortress that will be hard for your
opponent to breach. This is especially the case if your opponent
has a Queen and you do not. For example:

Here, White is behind on material (essentially Queen versus
rook) and his position is a complete mess. The power of the
Queen is evident. Black threatens 1 ... Qf6+ forking King and the
b2-rook and 1 ... Qg2+ forking King and Knight. White will not
survive long here.
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However, in this position:
the material disadvantage remains the same, but White has
much better chances to survive as his pieces form a compact unit
and all help to protect the King. Black should still be able to win
but the task is far harder.
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